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BEAUTIFUL BRAIDS FOR ANY OCCASIONYour hair is your very best accessory.• Learn to outfit
it up with these creative, exciting styles! And more! Pull-Through Ponytail• Uneven Middle Braid•
Four-Strand Braid• Mixed Crown Braid• Corset Braid• Looped Accent Braid•
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Not what I expected I wanted a reserve that went step by step but didnt get that with this book.
Great tutorial book!! Perfect tutorial publication for my daughter to check out pictures to
understand some brand-new fun braids!! We’ve subscribed to Abby’s YouTube channel for
awhile, and LOVE her tutorials so actually excited that she's a book to add to the learning fun! I
would recommend it. My 13 12 months old adores it! She walks you thru each hairstyle step-by-
step with pictures. Love it Got this as a gift for my child. GET YOURS ASAP! They LOVED trying
out the hairstyles! Easy guidelines, beautiful pictures, and exclusive hairstyles. Great pics for
learning to do some braids Cute book. We love this book We love this book!! Excellent pictures
and great directions Quality book. Great braid tutorial I bought this book for my sister and she
loved it.! In case you are new to braiding not really trying to broaden your braiding repertoire,
that is a great reserve to purchase. Can’t wait to try some of the braids. My coworkers and
friends are often complementing me and requesting me to accomplish their hair. Five Stars
Awesome book with great details on how to accomplish the stunning styles. And a picture table
of contents therefore the kids can easily see and pick a design. Super easy step by step
instructions Check out her YouTube channel too!! Beautiful work, Abby! Book came just a little
dirty (notice around her face) but it’s not really her fault. Overall the reserve is great! Alright Eh
Love love love!!!!! I really like this book! The publication has pictures for each step which is
helpful when you are actually in the midst of a braid. GET YO-SELF A BOOK This book is
AMAZING. I love braiding and carrying out my hair but obtain bored of the same style. This
publication opened my eye and creativity to soooo many more braids and I am in like.Thank you
very much! Easy, beautiful, unique Not long ago i purchased this for a cabin retreat activity with
my young females. Excellent pictures and great directions. I have been a enthusiast of Abby for
a while and love her tutorials. Twist me fairly is the only thing that taught me how to braid which
book is so amazing with some excellent, easy ideas! Five Stars Book is great!
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